
Meaningless programs



K-
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Want to run meaningful program!

Syntax matching programs

Semantics matching 
programs



A way to determine wheather a 
given program has semantics, thus 

it is trouble-free program or not.

Especially, if the way is sound..

nonsense

Before running program

Running program



Sound and complete type-checking
is usually impossible.

Only sound type-checking is an alternative.

And we try to make it as complete as possible.

Why is sound & complete type-checking impossible
in general? 

If such type-checking procedure TC exists, then
we can solve the Halting problem as follows :

program program; true+1 TC

yes

no



Form, Look, Shape



Logics Computation

syntax definition parser

type checking rules type checking procedure

semantic definition interpreter

Develop a skills to deal with 
two different world.









All depends on whether x is odd or even
All depends on assumption about x
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Let’s find the below 
expression’s types





if E then 1 else true + 1( )

We might know the value of E in advance
Always true, Above program is OK!
Or, always false, no OK!
Or, true/false both possible, no OK!
Or, no value, OK!

There are no way to know the value of E
correctly without running.

Why two branches should have the same type?



I can solve the Halting Problem
if I have the way(VC):

program

program; true

VC

true

no value

yes

no

Halt
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Memory address preserves the 
type when it is allocated

Just one type is possible



Have to inference the type of a function..

Isn’t the record type too strict?



Let’s lean on
Programmer. 

K-















We’ve been with flow,
We defined plausible 
type checking rules,
but,

It seems that 
somewhere is a third
rate.
Irresponsible.
Descendants laugh. 
Uncivilized.



Theorem [Type Safety]

Let E be a program.
If E is type-checked OK, then it does not go wrong.

Theorem [Type Safety]

Let E be a program.
If {} |- E: t then E does not go wrong.

Let E be a program.
If {} |- E : t then 돌렷({},{},E) runs OK.

Theorem [Type Safety]

Our hope




